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ARTICLE I
PREAMBLE
This agreement is entered into as of the first day of January, Two Thousand and One, by
and between the Arlington Fire District, (hereinafter referred to as the ''Fire District" or the
"Board of Commissioners" or the "Board" or the "District"), and the Arlington Professional File
Fighters Association, Local No.2393, I.AF.F., AFL-CIO, Poughkeepsie, New York, (Hereinafter.
referred to as the "Association"or "Firefighters" or "Paramedics"or "Members" or "Employees'').
ARTICLE II
PURPOSES
The purposeof this agreement is to.provide orderlycollectivebargainingrelations
between the Arlington Fire District and the Arlington Professional Firefighters Association, to
secure a prompt and equitable disposition of grievances and to establish &ir wages, hours, and
working conditions. .
The parties agree that allinatters and proposals raised in collective baJw'ini11ghave been
disposed of and no issues remain unsettled. No amendmerits, modifications, changes, or
alterations sbaBbe effective unless made in writing and signed by the duly authorized
representatives of the parties who have executed this agreement.
ARTICLE m
TERM OF CONTRACT
"'
....
....
This agreement sball be deemed to have come into effect on the 1at Day of January, 2001.
It shallcontinuein fullfo~ and effectuntil the 31at day of December,200.5and thereafterftom
year to year unless either party gives notice to the other that it desires to renegotiate this
agreement.
The parties agree subject to the above, to mutuaDy exchange proposals for modification of
the contract no 1aterthan thirty (30) days after the receipt of such a noUce.
Unlessotherwise~ negotiations shall be coJJJJDeDCedno later than June 15, 2005.
ARTICLE IV
RECOGNITION AND CHECK-OFF
The Fire District recognizes the Association,~ the exclusive negotiating ~e for
all career Firefigbt~ FirefigbterlMecbanics, Fire Lieutenants, Administrative Lieutenant, Fire
Lieutenant Training Officer, FirefigbterJFire Prevention Officer, Paramedics, and Fire Equipment
Mechanics of the Arlington Fire District.
For the pmpose of this agreement, the title "FirefighterlMedic" shall refer to a Firefighter
who is certified to do ALS/paramedic work for the Fire District.
(3)
~The Fire District shall check-offall union dues and all other assessments levied by the
Union on its members. The Association minutes shaDauthorize payroll deductions for members
of any assessments or changes of assessments. The Association shall notify the Fire District of
authorized payroll deductions.
The Fire District agrees to deduct, on each pay day following the execution of this
agreement, flom the saJary of each non-union employee in the bargaining unit for which the union
miSbeen certified, a sum equal to that which an individual member pays to the union for dues and
to remit the sum deducted to the Treasurer of the Union when the regular union dues are so
remitted.
The District will continue to deduct credit union withdrawals ftom the employee's weekly
paycheck, who has authorized such deductions by completing a payroll deduction card and
deliveringit to the District. The District will forward such deductionsto the appropriatefinancial
in~itutjon suppliedto the District by the Association. Limitson the numberof deductionswill be
made by the District payron vendor with a minimum of three (3) deductions to be allowed per
enlployee to be guaranteed.
Names of the officers of the Association will be forwarded to the Board after the annual
electio~ and also iftbere are any changes in the officers during the year.
ARTICLE V
RIGHTS OF EMPLOYEES
The Fire District will not interfere with, restrain or coerce any Employee because of
membership or la~ activity in the Association, so long as said activity does not interfere with
the employee's duties or with the carrying-out oftbe responsibilities of the Fire D~ nor will
the Fire District attempt to dominate or interfere with the Association.
ARTICLE VI
PAST PRACfICE
All existing terms and.conditions of employment shall continue in full force and effect
during the life of this agreement. It sba11,however, be the prerogative of the Board to initmte and
announce new policies provided that they do not conflict with matters contained herein.
A past practice wiDbe any practice or role relating to conditioo of employment which is
established by (1) its clarity and consistency, (2) longevity and repetition, and (3) acceptability and
mutuality. There will be no change in such condition without first having obtained agreement and
consent of the other party. Questions concerning the interpretation of this provision shall be
determined through the ordinary contract process provided herein.
(4)
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ARTICLE VII
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
It is recognized tbat the 1RIn~eement of the department, which appear on the Chain of Command
chart of the current District's Rules and Regulations #G-l, the control ofitS properties and the
maintenance of order and efficiency are solely the responsibilities of the District. Accordingly, the
district retains all rights, except as they may be specifically modified in the agreement, including,
but not limited to, selection and direction of the work forces, to hire, suspend or discharge for
cause; to make reasonable and binding rules which shall not be inconsistent with this agreem~;
to assign, promote or transfer; to determine the amount of overtime to be worked; to relieve
employees nom duty because of lack of work or for other legitimate reasons, to decide on the
number and location of facilities and stations; to determine the work to be performed, amount of
supervision necessary, equipment, methods and schedules; together with the selection,
procurement, designing, engineering and the control of equipment and materials; to make other
similar decisions necessary to carry out the mission of the District; and to purchase service of
others, by contract or otherwise~ unless specifically limited in this agreement; and to make
reasonableand bindingroles which shall not be inconsistent with this agreement.
ARTICLE VIR
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A: A grievance shall be any alleged violation, misinterpretation, or misapplication of a
specffic term and~ndition of this written agreement or any estabIished te~ aOO-conditionof
employment. All'grievances by any member of the unit sba1lbe subtnitted in writing no later than
(21) daysafterthe alleged grie~ occurred. Grievancessballbe submitteddiiect1yto the
Deputy Chief; or his designee. The Deputy Chief: or his designee, will haVe(21) dayswithin
which to respond to the grievance from the date submitted. In the event that the grievance is not
SRtisfactorilyresolved by the Deputy Chief: or his designee, or in the event that (21) days have
eJapsed without a written respome ftom the Deputy Chief; or his designee, the grievance sball be
submitted to the Board oftbe Arlington Fire District. A ~g sbaIl be scheduled within (21)
days betweenrepresentativesof the Association'sGrievanceCommitteeand the Board, to
present, discuss, and attempt to resolve the grievance. The board shaDduly consider the
grievance and sbaJIrespond to the grievance in writing no later than (30) days after that scheduled
meeting.
In event that the grievance is not resolved at the second step, either party may demand
arbitratiOn. A party wishing to move a grievance to arbitration must serve upon the Board a
demand for arbitration within thirty (30) days ftomreceipt of the Board's decision at the second
step, and notifYthe PubHc Employment Relations Board ("PERB") that it is demanding
arbitration. The arbitration shall be administered and conducted under PERB rules.
The Arbitrator sball be appointed on a rotating basis nom the following list:
Maurice Benewitz, Sunmer Shapiro, Jeffrey Selchick, and Thomas Rinaldo
The cost of arbitration shaDbe bome equally by the parties.
(5)
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Under Section 203 of the Civil Service Law of the State of New York, the Arlington
Professional Firefighters Association, IAFF Local 2393, is the exclusive representative ofall
employees, as specified in Article IV, in the administration of grievances. Neither the Board of
Fire Commissioners nor the Deputy Chief: sball entertain grievances not filed by the Arlington
Professional Firefighters Association, IAFF Local 2393. Upon the receipt of any grievances filed
by individuals, but not by the Union, such grievances shall be rejected and returned to the
individual or individuals.
B. The foregoing procedures constitute the exclusive method for resolving any disputes
which arise out of this Agreement and the employer-employee relationship, including, but not
funited to, removal and other disciplinary action; however, in any case involving removal or other
disciplinary action, the Union may demand arbitration within thirty days of such action. The
members waive the provisions of Section 75 of the Civil Service Law and agree that any disputes
relating to removal and other disciplinary action will be resolved according to the exclusive
grievance and arbitration procedure set forth above.
C. When disciplinary action.is taken, the employee will be given a specific written statement
of the grounds within 48 hours.
,
(6)
(1.5%) (2.5%) (2.75%)
2000 2001 2002 2003First Ytm $30,233.90 $30,687.41 $31,454.59 $32,319.60Second Year $33,047.51 $33,543.22 $34,381.80 $35,321.30Third Year $34,954.10 $35,418.41 $36,365.31 $37,365.42Fomth Year $36,860.69 $31,413.60 $38,348.94 $39,403.54Fifth Year $48,368.60 $49094.13 $50,321.48 $51,105.32
~.
~
..
ARTICLE IX
SALARY
The following are new salary steps for all employees hired after January 1, 2001. The sixth year
step reflects a 1.5% increase in 2001. A 2.5% increase in 2002, and 2.75% increase in 2003 are
included on an salary steps. There will be a cost of JivingAdjustment (COLA) increase in 2004
and 2005 for the following saJaries. The COLA will be the CPI-W % increase found in theBureau of Labor Statistics for the NY-Northeastern NJ-Long Island, NY-NJ-CT area, for the
month of July. The COLA will not be less than 2% or more than 6%.
(1.5%)
2000 200 I
$30,233.90 $32,000.00
$33,047.51 '$35,200.00.
$34,954.10 $38,400:"00
$36,860.69 $41,600.00
$48,368.60 . . $44,800.00
5~.).) ~ $49094.13
.\-3(c(l/1
The following ~ shallbe the base salaries for aDemployeeshiredprior to January 1,
2001 and reflects a 1.5% increase hi 2001, 2.5% increase in 2002, and 2.75% increase in 2003. --There will be a cost of JivingAdjustment (COLA) increase in 2004 and 2005 for the following
salaries. The COLA Will be the CPI- W % increase fuund in the Bmeau of Labor Statistics for the
NY-Northeastern NJ-Long Island, NY-NJ-CT area, for the month of July. The COLA will riOt be
less than 2% or more than 6%.
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year
Fifth Year
Sixth Year
(2.5%)
2002
$32,800.00*
$36,080.00
$39,360.00
$42,640.00
$45,920.00
$50,321.48
(2.75%)
2003
$33,702.00
$37,072.20~
$40,442.40
$43,812.60
$47,182.80
$51,705.32
Employees hired prior to January 1, 2001 may choose to use either of the schedules, but
must continue with the chosen schedule until reaching top pay.
(7)
2000 2001 2002 2003
Fire Lt. $5,330.00 $5,409.95 $5,545.20 $5,697.69
FEM (Head) $5,330.00 $5,409.95 $5,545.20 $5,697.69
FEM (Asst.) $4,544.62 $4,612.79 $4,728.11 $4,858.13
FFIFire Prevention Officer $5,330.00 ~5,409.95 $5,545.20 $5,697.69
Fire Lt.ffraining Officer $5,330.00 $5,409.95 $5,545.20 $5,697.69
Administrative Lt. $5,330.00 $5,409.95 $5,545.20 $5,697.69
ARTICLE X
RANK DIFFERENTIAL
Rank Differential-as follows: (Incorporated into base salary)
The below list reflects an increase of 1.5% for the year 2001, an increase of2.5% for the
year 2002, and an increase of2.75% for the year 2003. There will be a cost ofliving Adjustment
(COLA) increase in 2004 and 2005 for the following salaries. The COLA will be the CPI-W %
inc.,..easefound in the Bureau of Labor Statistics for the NY-Northeastern NJ-Long Island, NY-
NJ-CT area, for the month of July. The COLA will not be less than 2% or more than 6%.
Fire Lt.
FEM (Head)
"FEM (Asst.)
FF/Fire Prevention Officer
Fire Lt.rrraining Officer
"
Administrative Lt.
Rank Differentia) - Hourly Rate: -
For the above listed titles the rank differential hourly rate will ~:
.- 2000 2001 2002
$2.56 $2.60 $2.67
$2.56 $2.60 $2.67
$2.18 $2.22 $2.27
$2.56 $2.60 $2.67
,
$2.56 $2.60 $2.67
$2.56 $2.60 $2.67
2003
$2.74
'~ $2.74
$2.34
$2.74
$2.74
$2.74
ARTICLE XI
LONGEVITY
Longevity is to be paid as follows:
After: (5) years - $ 600.00 per year
(9) years - $1,500.00 per year
(13) years - $1,800.00peryear
(17) years - $2,000.00 per year
(21) years - $2,400.00 per year
Total longevitypaymentper year not to exceed $2,400.00
Longevityisprovidedfor lengthof service in the Arlington Fire District.
(8)
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ARTICLE XII
WORK SCHEDULE
The basic work schedule for employees is as follows:
Groups shall consist of any number of employees assigned by the district to specific
working shifts. Groups sba1lwork ten (10) hour day shifts and fourteen (14) hour night shifts.
The schedule shall indicate the number of groups. The District reserves the right to assign
personnel to those groups. The Board also reserves the right to assign new hires, hired after the
signing of this agreement to either four consecutive ten (10) hour shifts or five (5) consecutive
ejght (8) hour shifts,as fistedbelow. .
. TheDay Staff sballbe construed to be anyemployeewho is scheduledto work days only
and is not assigned to a group. Personnel working as the day staff shall work a forty (40) hour
week, as listed below. The practice of the day staffpersonnel receivinglwo hours overtime each
week shall continue. Personnel who are assigned to work days, and by nature of their position
can not utilize the accepted practice of"MutuaJs," will be afforded the following provision:
Upon written request, with the agreement of the employee(s) whose schedule will be
altered, the Deputy Chief may approve a temporary change in a work schedule provided such
request is received and acted upon at least one week prior'to the proposed change.
This provision is not intended to change the specific VJOD:schedules of employees on a
frequen1tbasis. For the pmposes of this Article, temporary'sball be de~ as not longer than
. fourteen calendar days. :'Scheduling changes shaDnot necessitate other employees to perform
tasks ordinarily bandIed by the employees taking advantage of this provision.
Subjectto the right of the Fire District to realignschedulesto meet manpowerneeds; the .
schedule is as atta'Ched: .
.
Day StaffHoms April 1 tbru November 1 November} tbro April}
Training Instructor
'. 7:oq 3mto 3:00 pm 8:00 am to 4:00 pm
Fire Prevention Officer 7:00 am to 3:00 pm 8:00 am to 4:00 pm
Ad.h;..~ative Lt. 7:00 am to 3:00 pm 8:00 am to 4:00 pm
FirefigbterlMecbanics 7:00am to 3:00 pm 7:00 am to 3:00 pm
Fire Equipment Mechanic 7:00 am to 3:00 pm 7:00 am to 3:00 pm
Firefighters on Days:
Monday tbru Thursday
Tuesday thru Friday
Monday tbm Friday
7:00 am to 5:00 pm
7:00 am to 5:00 pm
7:30 am to 3:30 pm
7:00 am to 5:00 pm
7:00 am to 5:00 pm
7:30 am to 3:30 pm
(9)
ARTICLE XIII
OVERTIME
Overtime is to be paid at the rate of time and one-half(1.5) for all hours worked over
forty (40) hours per week, including attendance at EMT-D, EMT-D refresher, Certified First
Responder, CFR reftesher, Paramedic reftesher, and other comses mandated by the Board.
Attendance at AFD District drills will be limited to a maximum oftive (5) hands on or "working"
drills per year per employee and one (1) Central Dutchess Training Association drill per year,
unless you are assisting or teaching the drill per Article 34. The overtime rate is predicated on the
base salary applicable at the time that the overtime is perfonned.
An employee may elect to accumulate compensatory time (comp.time) offat the overtime
rate instead of being paid for working overtime. Payment of overtime payor compensatory time is
based on continuous time worked and is not to be divided. (Example: 10 hour shift is 10 hours
overtime payor 15 hours compensatory time, 4 hours for a drill is 4 hours overtime payor 6
homs compensatory time)
Overtime may only be authorized by the Chief: the Deputy Chief: or Board of Fire
Conmissioners, or in their absepce, the commanding officer in charge.
Overtimehiringwillbe done in accordancewith the provisions of the District Overtime
Guidelines, Article 39.
ARTICLE XIV
VACATIONS
Vacation allowance will be governed by the Overtime Guidelines. An employee's
eligtOilityfor v~lon time shall be calculated ftom said employee's date ofhire by the District.
One year ofservice.shaJl be entitled to fourteen (14) working days/nights
Two years of service shall be entitled to fifteen (15) working days/nights
Three years of service shall be entitled to sixteen (16) working dayslnights
Four years ofservice shaD be entitled to seventeen (17) working days/nights
Five years ofservice shaD be entitled to twenty (20) working dayslnights
Ten years of service sball be entitled to twenty-two (22) working days/nights
Twenty years of service shall be entitled to twenty-three (23) working days/nights
The vacation leave will constitute regularly scheduled working days, not calendar days. An
employee may take vacation time off at any time providing:
1-That the said time off can be covered per the District Overtime Guidelines, Article 39.
2-that the employee schedule their time off seventy-two (72) hours in advance.
Employees who have completed their first year of employment will have up to twelve (12)
months from said anniversary date to use their vacation time earned during their first year of
employment. As of the first day of January following their first anniversary date, such employee
shall be entitled to fifteen (15) vacation days/nights per calendar year.
(10)
"ARTICLE XV
HOLIDAYS
All employees of the Arlington Fire District are entitled to twelve(I2) paid holidays per year.
The holidays sha1l be as follows:
1. First day of January New Years Day
2. Floating Holiday Martin Luther King
3. Twelfth Day ofFebruary Lincoln's Birthday
4. ThirdMonday ofFebruary ~ Wasbington'sBirthday
5. ~ ...Easter Stmday
- rial6. ... .Memo Day
7. Fourth.day of JuJy Indej)eDdetlCeDay
8. First Monday of September Labor Day
9. Fourth.Monday in October Veteran's Day
10. Eleventhday in November AmUsticeDay
11. Fourth Thursday inNovember ..ThanksgivingDay
12. Twenty-Fifthday ofDE;cember ChristmasDay
None of the above mentioned holidays shaDbe carried over to the next caJentlm-year. No
holiday off on New Years Day, Easter, July 46, Thanksgiving, or Christmas. ADother hoHdaysare
to be floaters. Any deviation ftom this role must be approved hy the co~ner in charge of --
Personnel OJ;'Deputy Chie£ The exception to the above ru1es is the day staft; who are eHgibleto
take holidays on the calendar day on which they mn, but cannot carry them OveNO the next
calendar year. TJiO'semembers who work on New Years Day, Easter, July 4111,Thanksgiving, or
~ sball be given a premium. Employees working straight time receive time and on half
their sa1aryworking, employees wolking Ove1tUnesbaIl receive double time their salary working.
Time offsball be authorized pursuant to the DWict Overtime ~ Article 39
(11)
ARTICLE XVI
HOSPITAL, SURGICAL AND DENTAL INSURANCE
Tbe Districtpresentlypays the full cost, and will continueto pay the full cos~ of health insurance coverage
for all employees and their dq>endents, who have completed four years of savice in the Arlington Fire
Diortrict.The followingis a list of two health insurance plans offaed by the Fire District,whichan
employee may choose one.
1. Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield; Empire Deluxe PPO, with no deductible in network and an out of
network deductible of $200.00 and a prescription drug card program with a co-pay of
($5.00/$15.00/$25.00). Those employees in their first four years of employment who choose this Empire
Deluxe PPO insurance shall pay the following percentages by payroll deduction.
A: During 1$I year of employment: Twenty(20) percmt
B: During 2m year of employment: Fifteen (15) percent
C: During)nJ year of employment: Fifteen (15) percent -
D. During 4thyear of employment: Fifteen (15) percent
2. Empire Blue Cross and Blue Shield; Empire Deluxe HMO, wiD be provided at no cost to all anployees
who choose this plan. Any employee who has COOlpJetal hisIher fourth year of anploymmt will be paid a
$500.001year for an individual and SlOOO.OO/year for a double or family paid in two equal payments of
$250.00 or S500.00 the first week of June and in December fiy as Ioog as they stay in the Empire Blue
Cross and Blue Shield, Empire Deluxe HMO plan.
Any anploye.e who can show proof that they are covaed by another health plan and elects to refuse
District Health coverage will receive payment ofS2400.00/year paid in two (2) equal papnents of .
$ 12()().OOthe first week of June and in December. Such paymatt in June and in December in lieu of health
insurance will be m3de during the period in whicl1an employee is not covered under a District spoosora1
health insurance plan. Employees setting to return to the District spoosora1 health insurance sbaIl return
unda the terms established bY the health insurance carria. (See attacl1ed 1-5)
The Phoenix Dental Benefits Program coverage will continue to be fully paid by the District for all
employeesand depaxknts. Such coverage in effect shall be cootinuedand maybe changeduponmutual
agreement of both parties. (See attached 6-8)
The First Rehabilitation Company of America Vision Can; Plan E, will be fully paid by the
District for all employees and depmdmN. Such coverage in effect shall be continued and may be changed
upon mutual agreanent of both parties. VISioncare covaage shall be taminated upon employees
retirema1t (See attached 9)
The health and dental imurance coverage shal1 continue for an anployee until hisIher death if he/she
becomes a retired employee, or ifheJshe is retired due to disability, at no cost to the employee. Upon the
death of the insured, the spouse of the titteased anployee may elect to stay in the plan, but the cost, at the
group rate enjoyed by the District, must be paid by the individual.
(12)
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ARTICLE XVII
SICK LEA VB
.
Sick leave is defined as the absence flom duty by an employee of the District by reason of
sickness or disability. The leave will be granted with pay~for the amount of time the employee
has on the books. The sick time accrued is calculated on the basis of one (1) day for every mo~
or twelve (12) days per year. The unused time may be acclmndated for future sick leave with pay,
the maximum accnrnnl:1tionbeing two-hundred and forty (240) days.
If an employee is at 240 days and does not use sick time, the District will pay for over the
above days at straight time for an average number of hours per day said employee is scheduled to
work. Examples:
Shift employee - straight time for a twelve (12) hour day.
Day staff Firefighter- straight time for a ten (10) bour day.
Day staff -straight timefur aneight(8)hourday.
The second pay day in December will be the pay period when unused sick time will be
calculated for that year. Employees due payment will receive payment in the next check.
Upon retirement, an employee can turn in for cash payment predicated on a sliding scale
of notice given to the District ofhislher 8CC',,"11btted,111111.~sick time at straight time~based on
the average number ofhoms per -day/shift the employee worked during their employment.
Employees may request .ftom the Board a percentage not to exceed 66~ in cases of hardship.
(example- retitementdUeto injury) .
Length of % of Unused
Notice sfuk Time
'..
. iOOOAt
75%
66%
500A»
1 year or gre8ter
9 months to 1 year
4-9 months
0-4 months
When requested by the District, an employee on sick leave for more than four (4)
consecutive days, shaD: 1- provide medical evidence of their condition and 2- report for
~aminations by physicians chosen by the District.
ARTICLE XVIII
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
In the event of a death in an employee's immediate fiuniIy, the employee shaDbe allowed
time off with pay for a total of five (5) working days for'each occurrence. The 1mrnAdiatefiuni1y
means spouse,. child, parent, brother, or sister. Current mother-in law, fitther-in-law and
grandparents are entitled to three (3) days bereavement leave fur each occurrence.
(13)
ARTICLE XIX
UNIFORMS
The Fire District will continue the practice ofbuyjng work uniforms as heretofore
observed. Replacement ofwom and/or permanently soiled work unifonns and turnout gear shall
lx~made promptly after approval by the Board's representative assigned the duty of inspection.
The District agrees to provide, and the Employees agree to maintain and clean, the below
is.crued materials:
Hebnet
Nomex Hood
Turnout Coat
Turnout Pants
Boots
Blue Work Pants
Long Sleeve Shirts
Short Sleeve Shirts
Sunnner IKE Jacket
Safety Shoes
Class "A" Dress Uniform
Wmter Coat
Ties
Bell Hats
Sweater Gloves
Name Tags
Unifonn Badge
Hat Badge
Black Belt
Ball Caps
Uniform Dress Code
Summer Uniform (Aprill to November I)
Firefighters and Paramedics
Black safety toe shoes, black Wellington style boot, or safety boot
BJack socks
Black belt
Navy blue work"pants, straight leg, no cuffs
Blue uniform shirt (short sleeve)
DistrictP'!1chon left shoulder -.
FirefighterlParamedics and Paramedics to have District Paramedic patch on right shoulder.
FirefighterlEMT's to have approved NYS EMT patch on right shoulder.
Firefighter/CFR's to have aPProved NYS CFR patch on right shoulder.
Badge on left side John Doe
Name tag on right side (optional) Example: Firefighter
Lieutenants and Fire Prevention Officer- Same as Firefighter with the following exceptions:
White uniform shirt
Proper collar brass
Mechanic- Same as Firefighter except dark blue shirts.
Wmter Uniform (November 1 to April!)
Same as Sunnner Uniform except:
Long sleeve uniform shirt
Blue Uniform Sweater, Winter Coat, or Ike Jacket may be worn as weather dictates
Lieutenants and Fire Prevention Officer to wear black tie when in public, except during
alanns.
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"Safety Gear
Proper safety or turn-out gear will be worn in accordance with District Standard
Operating Procedures, revision date January 1994.
Appearance
Shirts without ties will be buttoned up excluding the top button.
Blue uniform bat or ball cap may be worn at any time.
White T-shirts, authorized Fire Department T-shirts (officers must wear white or white
with blue trim), or authorized union T-shirts to be worn under uniform shirt.
A navy blue sweat shirt, with or without a hood, with the approved insignia, may be worn
betweenthe hours of 2300 and 0700 and duringwork details.(ie. house chores, rig
checks, outside maintenance)
An approved turtle neck with or without insignia can be worn under the uniform shirt
Shoes are to be clean and po1isbedat all times.
Hat visor clean at all times.
Uniforms are to be neat and pressed at all times.
Hair length wiDnot go below the shirt coDar.
Hair will be neat and cdinbed.
Sideburns will not be lower than ear lobe.
M~ wilt not exceed the upper tip line.
Beardswillnot be permitted.
'.
SUmmP.I' and W1iJteruniforms dates can be changed by the Commi~~oners or Deputy
Chief as weather may dictate.
'....
..,
ARTICLE :xx
RETIREMENT PLAN
The Imtrict will continue its participation in the New York State Policemen's and
Fireman's Retd:eu1a.4System to provide the 384-e, 20 year DOn-eontributory pJan for all
Firefighters. ThispJanallowsfor tethement after completionof twenty (20) years of service,with
the ad.jitiona11/6Oth benefit over 20 years, regardless of age. The amount each member receives
is determined by the New York State Retirement and Social Security Law. ADFuefighters sba11
be autOtnBticaJIy enrolled in the twenty (20 year non-contributory retirement plan. Firefighters
must notify the District of their intention not to enroll in the twenty (20) year pJan. The District
will continue to provide the twenty-five (25) year non-contributory plan and if some of the
Firefighters service exceeds twenty-five (25) years, their retirement plan can be placed into a
~
plan, one predicated on percentages of tot3;lnumber of years served. Firefighters must
notify the District of their intention to enroll in either of these two alternate pJans.
Retirement for Paramedics and Fire Equipment Mechanics will be Provided through the
New York State Retirement System under tier 4 ftom the date of lUre. Premiums will be deducted
nom the weekly salary as required by Jaw with the balance paid directly by the Fire Disttict.
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ARTICLE XXI
UNION BUSINESS LEAVE
Negotiation and grievance connnittee members will not have the time needed to conduct
their business charged against their personal time.
A total of 15 days off per year will be given for other union business provided that the
appropriate form is filled out and signed by the local president and one (1) week notice in advance
in writing is given to the Deputy Chief.
ARTICLE XXII
SAVING CLAUSE
If any provision of this Agreement, or the application of a provision, should be rendered or
declared invalid by any Court action or by reason of any existing or subsequently enacted
1egisJation,the remaining parts or portions of this Agreement sba1lremain in full force and effect.
ARTICLE XXIII
GROUP LIFE INSURANCE
Each employee will be covered by a $25,000 life insurance policy. Life insurance will
include accidental death benefit equal to the sum of$25,OOO. A1so included is a dismemberment
cIause which is equal to face value of policy. When an employee retires or leaves employment
they have a thirty{30) day conversion period. Ifan employee retires on a disability, the insurance
is still enforced. -Ifan employee goes on an Il"P'id leave ofabsence for more than thirty (30)
DAYS, such life insurance sba1lbe continued provided such employee pays the premium for
hisIber coverage. The insurimce company is the "United States Life Insuranre Company", Group
plan is 00-20.717, Office (914) 962-3906
ARTICLE XXIV
CALLBACK
For the purposes oftbis artic~ call back is defined as the can back to duty ofan employee
after he or she has reported off duty and before their next following tour of duty. When an
employee is called back to duty with 72 hours notice or greater, they shaDbe paid a minimum of
two (2) hours and hourly there after at time and one half for the cJassificarlon of work they were
calIedback for. When an employee is called back to ~ with less then 72 hours notice, they shall
be paid in units of two (2) hours for up to four (4) hours and hourly there after at time and one-
balffor the cJassification of work they were called back for.
ean back sbaIl only be operative when issued by Commissioners, the Chiet: Deputy Chiet:
Assistant Chief: the EMS Director, Assistant EMS Director, Fire Lieutenants, or in their absence,
the commanding officer in charge.
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ARTICLE XXV
WORKING OUT OF CLASSIFICATION
Working out of classification is when a person is required to work or fill a rank higher
than that which helshe normally pursues. In the absence of an officer, (ie. Lt., FF/Mechanic) the
person filling that position will receive the salary differences for 1hlfi11ingthat job and
responsibility.,
.
When a need exists for temporarily replacing a Fire Lieutenant who has scheduled time off
(72 or more hours notice), the person who shall fill that position will be another Fire Lieutenant. .
When a need exists for temporarily replacing a Fire Lieutenant who has unscheduled time
off (less than 72 hours notice), the person who shall fill that position will be the senior Firefighter
assigned to that group who currently is on a Civil Service Promotional list. Seniority for replacing
a Fire Lreutenant will be based on appointment as a Firefighter in the Arlington Fire District.
If there is no other Firefighter assigned to that group whO meets the above criteria then a
another Firefighter who cwrentIy is on a Civil Service Promotional list may be hired per the
overtime guidelines.
NothingcOntainedin thiSarticle is intendedto requirean employeeto accept an out of
title positio~ and fiutber, the refusal to accept an out of title position shall not be held against a
person when and if a vacancy is filled permanently.
.'
ARTICLE XXVI
EDUCATIONAL INCENTIVE PAY
,
.....
.....
All DistriCtpersonnel, except Paramedics, are required to have Certified First Responder
~
CPR cards, minimum. Ifa Firetigbter's CFR, EMf, EMT-I, or EMT IVIP~mP4ic status
,
expiresdue to fiWureto obtainre-certification,they shanbe aDowedsix(6)months to enrollin
the next earliest available Certified first Responder course within.a twenty (20) mile radius and/or
Dutchess County. Upon the Expiration of an employee's certification, the educational incentive
will cease. Upon the signing of this agreement, any Firefighter with EMT
-I status with practicing
privileges within the Department shaDbe given a buy-out which will be equal to the nmnber of
years left on their current ,EMT-I certification at $400 per year payable in one m..dDtImP.ntby
January 31, 2001. EMf -I personnel will be under DOfiutber obligation to maintain practicing
privileges as an ,EMT-I an4 will be categorize status sba1Ibe allowed to continue working within
the ArHngton Fire District as an EMT-D. Upon time for certification renewal, employees will be
reimbursed as an EMT -D.
ADDistrict Paramedic's and Firefighter/Medics will be required to maintain certification as
New York State EMT Ievel four (IV), ACLS, and a regional M.A.C. card at an times. If a
Paramedic's certification expires due to fuilure to obtain re-certification, they will be allowed six
(6) months to obtain such re-certification. During any period when a Paramedic does not hold the
required certification, the District will continue full pay for the amount of time that person has
accrued" then go on unpaid leave of absence until such time as they re-cert or reach six (6) months
without pay.
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District employees who have CFR certification will be required to maintain practicing
privileges with this Department by maintaining the following:
- current certification as a New York State CFR
- completing Blood Borne Pathogens reftesher training annually
- completing CPR review annually
- maintain a current CPR certification
- attaining 40 CME drill credits
District employees who have EMT-D certification will be required to maintain practicing
privileges with this Department by maintaining the following:
- current certification as a New York State EMT-D
- completing Blood Borne Pathogens refresher training annually
- completing bi-annual EMT -D skill review
- completing CPR review annually
-
maintain a current CPR certification
- attaining 40 CME drill credits
All civilian Paramedics and FirefigbterlParamedics receiving the Paramedic stipend will be
required to maintain practicing privileges with this Department by maintaining the following:
-current certification as a New York State EMf level IV paramedic
- current ACLS "Certification
- current Regional MAC certification
- completing Blood Borne Pathogens reftesher training annually
- completjrlg bi-annual ALS skill review
- completing CPR review annually
- maint~ a current.CPR ceitification
An employee shall ootify the Fire District in writing of their interest in practicing in this
~1:em and also when an employee wishes to downgrade to a lower level The Fire District will
pay the below listed amount, per year, to any employee, except Paramedics, who obtain and
maintain certification as an E.M. T.D or Firefigbter/Medic. A Firefighter must maintain Arlington
Fire District "D" certification in order to receive the EMT Stipend below.
EMT-D
EMT-IV
The Fire District will pay the below listed amount, per year, to any employee, except
Paramedics, who obtain and maintain certification as an E.M.T., or FirefighterlMedic.
2000 200 1 2002 2003 2004 2005
$2300. $2500. $2600. $2700. $2800. $2900.
$3700. $5000. $5000. $5000. $5100. $5200.
The Fire District will reimburse employees for up to four (4) credit hours per semester,
including associated books, for Spring, Sunnner, and FaD semester courses, in a matriculated
program, or a public acImini~io~ or fire service related course. Reimbursement based on
S.lT.N.Y. per credit cost. Employee must achieve a grade "B" or better final grade.
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ARTICLE XXVII
SAFETY AND HEALTH COMMIITEE
The District and the Association agree ~o form a joint committee which shall be know as "The
Safety and Health Committee" with a membership of six (6) individuals; three (3) to be appointed
by the Association with at least one (1) being a fire officer and two (2) ftom the District and the
Deputy Chief
This committee sba1lmeet monthly or as often ~ necessary in order to fulfill its
responsibilities, but at no time does the Association intend to assume management's
responsibilities to provide the highest standard of safety and health for its employees. .
. A written request signed by two (2) members and mailed at least five (5) dayS prior
thereto to all other members of the committee sbaU be sufficient to convene the committee. Five
(5) members shall constitute a quorum. It shall be the ~n and purpose of the Safety and
Heahh Committee:
(A) To discusssafety on the job and to makerecomrnP.ndationson all safetyproblemsconsidered
by the committee.
. .
(B) To review reports of on the job reJated accidents and their cause and possible prevention:
(also deat~ injmiesand ~). .
(C) To consider and make reco1f1mP.nllationson the purchase of all firefig~ equipment.
(D) To reguJarly review manning provisions and to make reco~ns concerning the same.
(E) To review training Procedures and methods for firefigbters and me officers and to make --
recommendations concerning the same.
(F) To review co.j)iesof all written grievances involving safety filed by ~ofthe bargaining.
unit. The coJIJIDttt'eeshaJl have no power to process or settle grievances which sball be
mnd1ed in accordance with the grievance procedure cor1tatPedin this Agreement.
(6) To attend meetings, review, and make reco"8IUP~.mrtionson the District Operating Guidelines
and Rules and.Regu1ations.
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ARTICLE XXVIII
HOLD HARMLESS CLAUSE
Since all Arlington Firefighters are presumed to be subject to duty twenty-four (24) hours
per day, seven (7) days per week, any action taken in the Arlington Fire District by a Firefighter
of the District on his time off: which would be appropriate if taken by a Firefighter on active duty,
if present or available, shall be considered official action, and the Firefighter shall have all the
rights to benefits concerning such activities, as though he/she were then on active duty.
The District shall defend and indenmify employees to the extent permitted under Section
18 of the Public Officers Law.
ARTICLE XXIX
PERSONAL LEAVE
The Fire District agrees to allow five (5) days personaJleave time per year to conduct
one's personal business. An employee camot take a personal leave day on New Year's Day,
Easter, July 4da.,Thanksgiving, or Christmas.
Unused personal leave time can not be carried over to the fullowing calendar year, but will
be turned into sicktime instead. -
ARTICLE XXX
RETROACfIVITY OF AGREEMENT
"
In the event a new Agreement has not been negotiated by the expiration date of this
AgreeIrent, it is agreed by ~th parties hereto, that upon the signing of a new agreetrent all
rights, privileges, and benefits of said new Agreement will be considered to have been in full force
and effect as of the day following the date ofe¥dboD of this Agreement, and all rights,
privileges, and benefits shaDbe paid and granted as of said date.
ARTICLE XXXI
CONTINUATION OF AGREEMENT
In the event that a new Agreement has not been negotiated by the expiration date of this
Agreement, this Agreement shaDcontinue in full force and effect until such time as a new
Agreerrent is executed. All disputes resuhing &om contract negotiations shall be settled
through binding arbitration.
(20)
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ARTICLE XXXII
TRANSFERS
,
'A transfer occurs when an employee is assigned to a different group, a different work
schedule, or diffeJent duty station
If a position opens which requires a transfer, the position will be offered to all employees
who are eHgtDlefor that position in declining order of seniority. If the position is declined by all
said employees, the position will be assigned to the least senior employee, except when such
assignment, in the discretion of the Board, will not meet the needs of the District, in which case
the position will be assigned to the least senior employee whose experience is sufficient to meet
such needs. Such assignment shall be reviewed periodically fur the purpose of replacement by the
least senior employee.
Seniorityshallbe determinedby continuousservicein the ArlingtonFire District ,
calculated' ftom the date of bite. A Paramedic who is promoted to a Firefighter's position will
wmint&1ntheir "in House" seniority from the date ofbire as long as they continue as a
FirefighterlMedic. If they are unable to continue to work as a Firefigbter/Medic within the Fire
District, then their seniority wm.'Cbaugeto the date that _ were promoted to the Firefighters
position in the Fire District. A-LieutPmUlt'sseniority shaDbe &om the date of promotion to that
rank for aDissues involving the LieutP.nm1t'sposition(Example: Open~ Traosters. Tune Oft)
This same concept applies to a Yuefigbter who wishes to becolIte a ParmnMic only, their
"in house" seniority wili'start the day they no longer are able td work as a FtrefigJtter.
Continuous service sbaI1only be broken by resi~o, discharge, or retirement.
Employees with the same date ofhire shall be assigned to the seniority fist ~ order of their
eligibili1tyon the ~ Service eligtbility-list.
,
,
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sc duty . .
Number on 65% Nuaia' aIIaMd off on Nmnbcr 0 n ~~alJaMdoft" <D
group vacabcu 8JdI<r Idida:y group vacatim aoNor Ididay
1 0.65 1 9 S.8.S 6
2 J . 3 1 J 0 60S 7
3 1.95 2 1 1 7.15 7
4 2.6 3 1 2 7.1 8
S 3.25 3 1 3 1.4S 8
6 3.9 4 1 4 9.1 9
7 4.55 5 1 5 9.75 10
8 5.2 5 1 6 JO.4 10
ARTICLE XXXIII
STAFFING AND CERTIFICATION
This article has been amended from the "Six Man Group Agreement" date 2/13/92, to
reflect the growing needs of the Fire District. Local #2393 has agreed to assure that an EMf is
provided to maintain NYS AmbuJance Certification of Amb.# 1 and Amb.#2 and to provide a
Firefighter/Medic, as indicated in this Agreement:
~
The Fire District agrees to authorize the hiring of overtime to maintain the following
minimum staffing levels:
1. A Lieutenant, four (4) Firefighters, and a Firefighter/Medics, will be assigned to
Headquarters at all rimes, 24 hours a day, seven (7) days a week.
A Lieutenant and at least three (3) Firefighters, with at least one of the firefighters
being a Firefighter/medic, will be assigned per the transfer Article to Station #3,
Monday thro Friday, 7am to 5pm. If a F'trefighter/Medic is not available to work
then that position will be filled with a Firefighter.
The assignment of personnel will be the responsibility of the Lieutenant.
The Lieutenant will assure that F'trefighters and FirefigbterlMedics with valid
certifications will be assigned to Headquarters and to Station #3, to maintain NYS
Ambulance Certification.
The Fire District authorizes the hiring of OVabme to back fill the Mechanic's position
when they are off on benefit time. The Mechanic's position will not be filled during times
when the Maintenanceshop is closed. '
It is agreed that the groups will be allowed to schedule 650/0of the members assigned to
the group on vacation andIo!,Holiday leave on any given day, rounded to the nearest
person, as per the District Overtime Guidelines, Article 39. (Sampte scale below)
It is agreed that the current Overtime Guidelines will be separated into those effecting Fire
District operations and those used within the Local to admm1qme the overtime book.
It is agreed that personnel will be authorized one (1) hour overtime payment for occasions
when last minute call-ins and late scheduling of time offnecessitate changes in persormers
hedu1ed
c)
d)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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ARTICLE XXXIV
TEACHING AND ASSISTING M.T.O.
Career Staff may teach, or assist the Municipal Training Officer of the Arlington Fire
District, when requested under the following guidelines:
1) A member may assist the MTO at drills and classes if they meet the following requirement(s):
1- Member must have at least three (3) years experience as a career Firefighter.
2) A member may teach drills and classes if they meet the following requirement(s):
1- Member has at least four (4) years as a career Firefighter in the Arlington Fire District.
n-Member has at least NYS Training Officer Workshop I.
m-Member has specific knowledge in topic(s) being presented.
3) A member may assist the MTO in teaching NYS schooJs if they meet the following
requirement(s):
1- Member has at least fOur (4) years as a career Firefighter in the Arlington Fire District.
ll- Member has at least NYS Training Instructor Levell.
4) A member may teach NYS Schools if they meet the following ~uerUs(s):
1- Member has at )eagt four (4) years as a career Firefighter in the Arlington Fire District.
ll- Member has NYS Instructor I status
ill- Member is certifiedto teach the course by attendingthe annualNYS lnstrt1btorsConference..
...
""
Approval by the Deputy Chief will be needed for all training overtime. The members of the
career staff who teach or assist the Muoiclpal T~ Officer will be compensated fOrtheir time
per articles: XIII, XXV. '
(23)
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ARTICLE XXXV
FIRE INVESTIGATION
It is hereby agreed by and between the Arlington Fire District (A.F.D.) and the Arlington
Professional Firefighters Association, Local 2393, that members of Local 2393 may assist the Fire
Prevention Officer (FPO) in the investigation of fires and investigate fires in the absence of the
FPO as outlined within this agreement.
3. A member may assist in the fire investigation process with the FPO if they meet the
following requirement(s):
I. Member must have at least two (2) years experience as a career Firefighter
in the Arlington Fire District.
Member must have completed the following NYS fire courses:
a) Fire Behavior and Arson Awareness
b) Principles of Fire In~at1ons or Cause and Origin Determination.
If the FPO is unable to be contacted or unable to conduct the investigation, a member may
investigate fires if they meet the following requirement(s):
I. Member must have at least four (4) years as a career Firefighter in the
Arlington Fire District.
ll. Member has completed NYS fire!Arson Investigation Course.
ill. Member has completed at least NYS Fife Investigator Level I.
A list of members who are eligible for above activities shaDbe compiled by the Deputy
Chief and...p13intainedby the District and the Overtime Chairman for accuracy.
Approval.for members assisting or investigation offires shall be made by the OIC of the
incident.
The members of the career Staffwho assist or investigate as outlined above will be
compensated for their time per the following articles of the contract:
I. Article XIII "Overtime"
ll. Article XXIV "Callback"
In. Article xxv "Working out ofC1assification"
ll.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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ARTICLE XXXVI
FlREFIGHTERlMEDIC PROGRAM
The Fire District and Local #2393 agree that the Association wi1lcontinue providing
ALS/Paramedic service within the Fire District and so have agreed to the following.
The Fire District and the Association have agreed to allow the Paramedics who have
passed and are on a current Civil Service Firefighter's exam list to be transferred to Firefighter
and to allow Firefighters to go to school to gain their Paramedic certification in order to do
Firefighter/Medic work for the Fire District. To make this program work, training of Firefighters
needs to be on going. The Local understands the District can set the number of Firefighters who
may attend each class, with the understanding that this training will be offered each year.
Those Firefighters who gain their Paramedic certification or re-certffication by the Fire
District wiDbe expected to do "Firefighter/Medic" work as "ParamedicS" had done, for a
minim1nn of three (3) years ftom the date of their Paramedic certification or re-certificatioD. If a
Firefighter decides they cannot continue to work as a FHefighterJMedic, they willgive the Fire
DistriCItoue (1) year prior no~ of not continuing and if the Firefighter bas not completed their
three (3) year commitment, theDthis employee sball reimburse the Fire District for the cost of the
tUitionfrom the last parat1)P.(ticor re-certffication course they took and discontinue receiving the
incentive pay per Article XXVI, Educational Incentive Pay as oftbe date of non-continuance. By
~"this Agreement,.to allow Ytrefigbters to perform FuefigbterJMedic ~ the Association
shaDnot loose any exclUsive rights to those job duties wbicb Were and would be'performed by "-
"Paramedics". If the Association is unable to provide a sufficient number ofFirefigbterlMedics to
tnaintam agreed tQ levels of staffing per article XXXIII, then the Fire District re'bUnsthe right to .
"1..:-"
"P~. " 'W1~ cues .
ARTICLExxxvn
EARLY RETIREMENT INCENTIVE
An employee with twenty (20 years of active service in the Arlington Fue District as a
member oftbe career staff sbaDreceive the following with at feast six (6) months prior written
notice.
1- fifty percent (500A.)of an eJigiblemember's base saJary as defined in articles IX and X of the
collective Bargaining ~ betweenthe ArlingtonFue District and the Arlington
Professional Firefighters Association, IAFF Local 2393.
2- A percentage of an eligible member's sick leave days accrued through the effective date as
indicated in Article XVII-Sick Leave.
3- An eligible member's vacation days and paid holidays accroed through the effective date.
Once a member has completed hislher twenty-first (21) year of active service in the
Arlington Fire District, they will not be eligible for this retirenleJlt incentive. The Fire District
may offer an additional retirement incentive at their discretion.
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ARTICLE XXXVIII
LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this Agreement requiring
action to pennit its implementation by amendment of law or by providing its implementation by
amendment of law or by providing the additional funds therefore shall not become effective until
the appropriate legislative body has given approval.
ARTICLE XXXIX
DISTRICT OVERTIME GUIDELINES
1. When needed at the scene ofa fire and authorized by the Chiet: Deputy Chiet: Assistant
Chiet: or officer in charge (as per contract), the *"appropriate shift" will be called. Should
additional manpower be need~ the same procedure will be followed. Each person
contacted will sign in the log book and note that it is callback and the time heJshe was
notified Each person will then report to the officer in charge at the scene (with their
protective gear.)
Time and one half (1.5) will be paid to aDpersonnel who are working in place of another.
No other extra compensation will be paid except as agreed to by the District and the
Union.
-
The Deputy ChiCfand Lieutenant will require eacl1shift to estimate when each person is
requestingtime off so that any conflictmay be worked out as soon as possible. _
It will be !be responsibility oftbe overtime chairman or his designee to keep the O.T. book
up to date-and accurate. All O.T. shall be logged in by the overtime chairman or his
des~. ,
Overtime sheets wiD-begiveti to the Deputy Chiefor his designee for purposes of payroll
The Union will continue to tmintain and effect the overtime policies of the Arlington Fire
District.
Staffing levels will be maintained at Lieutenant, at least four (4) Firefighters, and at least
one FirefighterlMedic, will be assigned to Headquarters twenty four (24) hours a day,
seven days a week. A Lieutenant, at least two (2) Firefighters, and at least one
Firefighter/Medic, will be assigned to Station #3, Monday thru Friday 7am to 5pm.
Ifa scheduled time offcannot be covered by an overtime person, then the least senior
person scheduled to work will be called back unless they are on bereavement time or sick
time, then the next junior person will be called back.
Groups wiDbe allowed to schedule 65% of Ute members assigned to the group on
vacation and/or holiday leave on any given day, rounded to the nearest person.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
*"appropriate shift" for the purpose of this Article shall mean: A group that can be called
back to duty keeping in mind: the time of day, when a group would start their next tour of duty,
work load volwne of oncoming group etc.. An Association approved schedule for call back shall
be maintained in the aIann room
(26)
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ARTICLE XXXX
FIRE PREVENTION EDUCATION ADDENDUM
It is hereby agreed by and between the Arlington Fire District (A.F.D.) and the Arlington
Professional Firefighters Association, Local 2393, that members of Local 2393 may participate in
Fire Prevention Education activities as outlined within this agreement.
1 A member may assist the FPO in conducting Fire Prevention education activities if they
meet the following requirement(s):
ill. Member must have at least one (1) year as a career Firefighter in the
Arlington Fire District and be off of probation.
n. Member sba1lhave taken AF.D. course on Fire Prevention Education.
A member may conduct Fire Prevention education activities in the absence of the FPO if
they meet the following requirement( s):
I. Membermust have at leasttwo (2) yearsas a career memberof the
ArJington Fire District.
Member inust have at least NYS tow 1, EduaItional Methodology,
certffied teaching ~l~ or fife expetience will be taken into acoount.
2
II.
3 A list of members who are eligible for above activities shaDbe compiled by the Deputy
::l-
Chief and maintained by the District and the Overtime Chairman for accuracy.
4 Appro~r members in assWing or conducting Fire Prevention educational activities
shall be made by the Chief or Deputy Chief; per a request ftom the FPO.
The members of tJ1e;aueer staff who assist or conduct as outlined above will be
compensated for their time per the following articles of the coDtraCt:
I. Article XIII "Overtime"
ll. Article XXIV "CA11Mr.k"
m. Article XXV "Working out of CJassification"
s
6 The practice of using on duty personnel to help the FPO with F11'ePrevention sha1l
continue, such as: ~lping individuals into and out of Fire Prevention trailer, handing out
fire prevention literature, and displaying fire equipment. The criteria outlined in this
addendum is speclfically intended to provide qualifications for Firefighters who teach Fire
, Prevention activities.
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ARTICLE XXXXI
PROBATIONARY FIREFIGHTER STEPS
The probationary Firefighter (PF) reporting to work will be under the supervision of either
the Duty Lieutenant or the MTO. A copy of these guidelines will be given to each (PF) upon
being hired by the Fire District.
STEP 1- This step will include the time needed for the (PF) to complete their minimum EMS
training, basic firefighting training (229 hours), and the Arlington Fire District orientation and
training. The (PF) shall be compensated 80 hours per article 13, for a total of 120 hours of
compensatory time off: for travel time. Upon graduation of"Probie School", each (PF) will be
required to take 40 hours of compensatory time off and the additional 80 hours to be used before
the employees first year anniversary date. When the MTO believes the new employee has
completed an pertinent parts of this step satisfuctorily, then the Deputy Chief should be notified of
completion and recormnendation for moving the (PF) to step 2.
STEP 2- At step 2 the (PF) will gain experience by working days under the supervision of the
MTO and/or Duty Lieutenant. The (PF) will perform duties as assigned, but will not work
unsupervised. The (PF) who have the proper certification and have met the Arlington EMS
system requirements and approval, will start and continue to receive the appropriate educational
incentive per the contrad, once the (PF) is put into a position ofprovidiog EMS service for the _
Fire District. Evaluation forms will be filled out at the end of each shift. The Deputy Chief and
the MTO will evaluate, with information ftom the Lieutenant's evaluation forms, and make
reconnnendation fur moving the (PF) to step 3.
STEP 3- This step will provKle the ~F) with incmlsed responsibility and experience by working
on shift and with a group. "'the (PF) will be under the direct supervision of the Lieutenant on the
group they are a.~ to. The (PF) will work in a supervised manner and will not replace a
Firefighter or a Firefighter/medic who is off duty. The (PF) will have increased responsibility with
less supervision as the employee demonstrates that beJshe can do the work satisfuctorily. This
step wiD last approximately two months; one tmnth on one group and another month on a
different group. The Lieutenant will fill out the evaluation form at the end of each shift. The (PF)
wiU start and continue to receive the two (2) hours O.T., per the contract, once assigned to a
group at step 3. At the end of the two month period, the Deputy cmet: MTO, and appropriate
Lieutenants wiDmake a recommendation whether to move the (PF) to step 4.
STEP 4- The (PF) may be assigned to a group or on.as day persotmel with increased
responsibility and in a more unsupervised manner, but still will not replace a Firefighter or
Firefighter/medic who is offduty. The (PF) may be assigned to a one to two week rotation of
Fire Prevention and at the Shop to become familiar with these operations. (PF) that have
paramedic certification and have met the Arlington EMS system requirements and approval may
start to practice and fulfill the Districts EMS/ALS provisions. Evaluations at this time will be
infonnal and orally to assist in guidance and motivation. Ifmvorable evaluations, the (PF) will be
scheduled for removal nom Civil Service before the (PF) first year anniversary. The Deputy
Chiet: MTO, and Chairman of the Board will meet for a final determination of the (PF) status.
(28)
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ARTICLE XXXXII
DRUG AND ALCOHOL POLICY
SECTION 1: STATEMENT OF POLICY
The Arlington Fire District (hereafter the Fire District) and Arlington Professional Fire Fighters
Assc. Local 2393 (hereafter the Union) recognize drug and alcohol abuse as a threat to the health
and safety of all employees and to members of the public. Thus the Fire District will take the
following steps, including drug testing, to maintain a workforce tree nom drug and alcohol abuse.
It is the goal of this policyto prevent drug and alcohol abuse, reduce the risk ofinjmy to
employees, members of the Fire Department, and to the pubHc, rehabilitate .rather tban terminate
the employment of workers who are abusing drugs or alcohol, and to promote health and safuty in
general No employee sbaJ1be disciplined for drug or alcoholuse without first havingbeen offered
the opportunity to discontinue use through personal choice or by treatment for chemical
dependency, if such treatment is needed. All employees wiDbe fully informed of the Fire District's
substanceabuse policy before t~ is 3dmini~ered. The Fire District and the Union are
desirolJlSof mttint9ining a sate, bea1thy,and productive work environment for aDemployees and
. for the integrity of the Department.
SECfION 2: EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
TheFire District and the Union recognize that an effective employee assistance program is a
crucial compo~' of the Fire District's substance abuse policy. Accordingly, the FIre District has "
contracted with ~ "St. Francis Hospital-The Work Place-Employees Assistance Program"
(hereafter referred to as (EAP) to ~vide this service. Employees with substance abuse problems
are strongly encourage to yoluntari(y seek seJfhelp through the HAP .Employees with substance
abuseprobJems who voluntarily partkipate or are referred to the program sbaD be mbject to the
conditions as set forth below.
The Fire District recognize that an employee assistance program handles many problems in
addition to that of substance abuse and tbat the EAP provides information, guidance and
treatment for problems and illness on a confidential basis. The reJationship between the employee
and the EAP is and continues to be of a confidential nature except as specifically provided herein.
SECTION 3: VOLUNTARY REFERRAL
3-~: Employeeswho voluntarilyseek ~ for treatment for substance abuse, sball
notify the EAP of their .desire to participate in a program. The employee and a representative of
the EAP shaD meet as soon as possible for purposes of mscussion and possible treatment
alternatives. .
3-A-I: Information concerning ~ employee's participation a treatment program shall be
confidential and maintained in a manner to restrict access except under limited circumstances
descnOOdherein. An employee shall not be subject to disciplinary action solely on bisIher
participation in a voluntary treatment program.
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In the event that an employee who is participating in a treatment program voluntarily, but
needs to use contractual leave time off in an inconsistent manner with existing rules or runs out
of contractual leave time and needs to be placed on unpaid leave of absence for no more than one
(1) year, for the period of attendance in a treatment program, must inform the Deputy Chiefof
their participation in a.treatment program. Annexed to this agreement as appendix "A" is a fonn
agreement which when signed by the employee will allow time off for participation is a treatment
program asdescnDedin section "3-A-4".
3-A-2: Employees who are in their probationary period and who have successfully
completed the basic fire training program may be permitted to participate in a voluntary treatment
program for substance abuse under the auspices of the EAP as provided herein. The probationary
employee shall agree in writing to hold in abeyance the remainder of such probationary period
WItilthe employee returns to full duty. For the employees who are serving in their probationary
period the Fonn agreement annexed to this agreement as Appendix "B" shall apply. Conditions
for leave and continued tenure with the Fire Department may vary depending on the civil service
status of the employee. The probationary emp10yee may be pJaced on unpaid leave of absence for
no more than one (1) year, for the period of attendance in a treatment program.
3-A-3: - Duty Status The matter ofwbether an ~loyee who voluntarily seeks
treatment for substance abuse as provided herein is placed in an inpatient treatment program sball
be decided by the emplOyee and the EAP. Any iniOrmabon obtained regarding the employee's -
condition or treatment shall be heJd confidential between the employee and the EAP.
3-A-4: Durihg the time of attendance in a treatment program, the employee sball utilize
first, any unused contractual leave time. The employee shaDbe placed on unpaid leave of
"a~ for no more than one (1) year, fur the period of attendance in the treatment program
which continues beyond exhaustion of the next years vacation leave time. The Arlington Fire
District will continue payment of its portion of the health insurance premiwn for the remainder of
the employee's attendance in an inpatient treatment program, but such payment shall be
discontinued after one year of nnpaid leave.
3-B: Conditions Upon Return to Work Following Unpaid Leave of Absence
If the employee signed any of the forms: appendix "A", "B", or "C" of this agreement than
the EAP shall notify the Deputy Chief that the employee is fit for duty and information concerning
the nature of the employee'soutpatient treatment or after care program includingdate, time and
location of required attendance in an outpatient treatment or after care program. In the event the
employee violates the rules and procedures of a treatment or after care program, the program
shall notify the Deputy Chief of such violation. Thereafter the EAP, the Deputy Chief: the
employee, and the employee's designated representative, nany, shall discuss and agree on
additional treatment for the employee, or ifother action may be required.
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SECTION 4: DISCIPLINE
4-A: Performance ProblemslMisconduct: For matters other than a voluntary referral as
provided in Section 3 above, employee participation in the EAP or a treatment program does not
preclude the imposition of a disciplinary penalty, if appropriate.
4-a: Employees Who Admits Problem Wrth Substance Abuse: If during the disciplinary
process prior to imposition of penaIty the employee volrintarily admits to a substance abuse
probl~ the employee shall be referred to the EAP for evaJuation. The disciplinary penalty for
the misconduct or incompetency sbaJl be held in abeyance pending completion of the treatment
program. If the employee does not admit to the alleged misconduct or incompetency, the
disciplinary penalty may be decided pursuant to the contractual disciplinary procedure and the
disciplinary penalty, if any, sbaJl be imposed.
The rights of the employee, the Fire District and the Union with regard to disciplinary action
shall be as provided in the contractual disclpliDaryprocedure and nothing contained in this
agreement sbaBbeconstrued to .~ those rights.
4-B-l: Referral to EAP
Annexed to this agreement as Appendix "C" is a form agreement the employee wiDsign
before beingreferred to the EAP for assessIJleDt.fur treatment. This appendix C shaDstate the
~ -
employee's obJigation to follow the requirements of the treat nett program, and that the employee"
maybe subjectto disciplinaryaction for fiWureto adhere to the program. In addition,the ..
employee sba.1I~e hisIher understanding and agreement to release of information to the
Deputy Chief regarding their participation in the treatment program. The EAP will periodicalJy
notify the Deputy Chief on the condjtion and attendance of the employee in the ~fmp.JJt
program. The agreement and information conceiniog the employee's participation in the
~ shaDbe coJ1fidentiA1and maintained in a mmtI'1P-fto restrict aCcess only to the T~...~
program except under the .Iimitedcircumstances described herein.
4-B-2: The matter ofwhether an employee who seeks treatu1eot for substance abuse in the
context of a disciplinary ~ing as provided herein is pJaced in an inpatient trea8..W1tprogram
shaDbe decidedbytheemployeeandthe EAP. Intheeventtheemployeeisplacedinan .
outpatient treatnk;nt or counseling program, the Deputy Chief may refer the employee to the Fire
District's Physician for purposes of consultation on the employee's medical and psychological
condition and appropriate duty status during the ~ of attendance in a trea'h~ or counseling
pro~ The physician sba11notify the Deputy Chief; the EAP, and the employee, of the
employee's appropriate duty status. All other information will be held in confidence between the
physician and the employee.
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4-B-3: During the time of attendance in a treatment program, the employee shall utilize
first any unused contractual leave time. In the event there is insufficient leave time available in the
current year to cover the period of attendance in a treatment program, the employee shall be
placed on unpaid leave of absence for 00 more than one (1) year, for the period of attendance in
the treatment program which continues beyond exhaustion of the next years vacation leave time.
The Arlington Fire District will continue payment of its portion of the health insurance premium
for the remainder of the employee's attendance in an inpatient treatment program, but such
payment sha1Ibe discontinued after one year of unpaid leave.
4-B-4: Upon the employee's return to work, the EAP shall provide the Deputy Chiefwith
infonnation concerning the nature of the employee's outpatient treatment or after care program
including date, time, and location of required attendance in an outpatient treatment or after care
program. All other information will be held in confidence between EAP and the employee.
In the event the employee violates the rules and procedures ofa treatment or after care
program, the EAP sbaII immediately notify the Deputy Chief of such violation. Thereafter the
EAP, the Deputy Chiet: the employee, and the employee's ~gJWM representative, ifany, shall
discuss and agree on additional treatment for the employee, or if other action may be required.
4-C: If an employee while on duty exhibits a physical condition, conduct, or pattern of erratic
behavior which indicat~ that the employee is under the inftuence of an intoxicating substance, and
the employee's supervisOr has mISOnabIe suspicion to believe, based on direct observation of use --
or based on observationof the employee's conduct, performanceor behaviorwhichindicatesthat _
the employee is ~er the influence of an intoxicating substance while on duty or that the
employee is engaging in illegal use, possession, distribution, or sale of a controlled substance or
drug on duty, the supervisor shall rqake an oral report to the Deputy Chiefimmediately. The
supervisor's oral communication sh8n be subsequently memorialized in a written report to the
Deputy Chief
The Deputy CIDefshall decide whether there is reason to investigate for pmposes of
ascertainmg ifavaiJable fdcts objectively indicate reasonable suspicion exists to pursue the inquiry,
which may include meeting with the employee for purposes of providing the employee an
opportunity to explain the conduct, performance or behavior. In the event such a meeting is held,
the employee may request that a union representative and/or legal counsel attend the meeting, but
in no event shaDthe meeting be delayed for more than one (1) hour to acconunodate the request.
The investigation of the employee's behavior shaDbe confidential with due consideration for the
dignity and privacy of the employee. If the Deputy Chief decides that the employee shall be
referred for drug or alcohol testing, the following procedure shall be followed:
a) The employee shall be ordered to submit to a drug and/or alcohol test and, at the same
time, the employee shall be given a briefverbal statement of the basis for reasonable suspicion.
Refusal to su1:mitto the test or to cooperate during the testing procedure shall constitute grounds
for insubordination.
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b) If no prior meeting is held with the Deputy Chie~ and the employee is ordered to submit to
a test based on reasonable suspicion, t he employee will be advised of the right to have a Union
representative present during collection of the sample, but in no event shall collection be delayed
for more than two hours to accommodate the presence of a Union official.
c) Disputes concerning the matter of reasonable suspicion to order a test will be referred to the
contractual grievance procedure and or may be raised as a defense in any disciplinary procreAings.
d) The sample given by the employee shall be collected under the supervision.of an employee
of the liThe Work Place" and the supervision of the Deputy Chief or his Designee. The sample
shall be collected at the "The Work Place". The sample collection process sbaIl be confidential
with due regard for the dignity and privacy of the employee, and sba1lbe performed in accordance
with standards promUlgated by the NIDA. During the course of the collection process, the
employee shall cooperate with requests for infonnation concerning use of medications and
acknowledgment of giving of the specimen.
e) The employee shaDprovide a urine sample for purposes of testing for drugs or controned
substances other than aIoohoL The employee shall provide a sufficient amount of the sample to
allow for an initial screening, a ~nfirmatory test:. and for later testing if requested by the
employee. In the event an insufficient sample is provided, the employee's ability to have second
test performed may be adversely impacted.
t) In the event the employee js-'ordered to submit to a test for the presence of alcohol, the
employeesbaDsubmittQa breatbalyzertest to be atfminiqeredby the " The Work Place". In the
..
event the breathaIyzer tests positive tOr the presence of alcobt>1,a second breatbaIyzer test will be"
given as a cou{iuwtory test..
g) There'shaD~ nOdirect observation of giving of a urine sample unless there is reason to
believe that the sample may be tampered with, in which event direct observation shaDbe made by
a pe1'SODof the same gender as the 9DPloyee giving the samp1e.
h) In the case of urine samples, the sample given sbaUbe innnP.d~tely divided into two
aliquots. The samples sball be marked and sealed in the presence of the donor as to insure the
chain of custody of the samples. Thereafter, one sample sbaIl be transported to the t~
laboratory in a manner which shaI1insure the integrity and chain of custody of the sample. The
other sampleshallbe tnamrninP.dat the d~ted agent's officeor facility,in a manner which
sha11insure the integrity and chain of custody of the sample.
i) The sample sbaIlbe deHvered to a laboratory selected by the "The Work P1ace"which shaD
be duly licensed or certified for drug testing purposes by State or Federal agencies having
aUthority to generally Hcense or certify dmg testing fBcilities. One sample sba1lbe used for
purposes of testing by the laboratory and the second sample sbalI be maint~ined by the "The Work
PIaCe~in accordance with recognized procedures fo-r purposes hereafter descnDed.
j) The desigruatMlaboratory shaDinWaIlyperfonn the ~ multiplied immunoassay test
(EMIT) on the sample for the presence of drugs or controlled substances.. A sample which test
positive shall be retested by the laboratory using the gas chromatography mass spectroscopy test
(GC-MS). A test sba1lbe deemed positive for the presence of drugs and/or alcohol in accordance
with the below listed levels in paragraphs "In.,"rn",and "n" of Section 4C Drug Testing.
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The parties may negotiate other standards to be used for detennining the presence of
intoxicating substances. In addition, the parties may discuss and agree on, subsequent to the date
of the execution of this agreement, the use of tests scientifically equivalent to the stated in this
agreement.
k) In the event the confirmatory GC- MS test result is negative, then the sample shall be
deemed negative for the presence of intoxicating substances and a report shall be made to the
Deputy Chief an to the employee on the test resuhs and all paper work on this matter shall be
obsponged trom the files. The confirmatory GC-MS test trom the laboratory sball provide copies
of all test results to the Deputy Chiet: the employee and to the employee's representative.
I) "The Work PJace's" designated laboratory shall report to the Deputy Chiefand to the
employee on the test results for the presence of alcohol Horn a breathaJyzer test. A negative
reading for the presence of alcohol shall be reported for a breathalyzer test of .05% or less, and a
report shall be made to the Deputy Chief and to the employee and all paper work on this matter
shan be obsponged &om the files. No disciplinary action can be taken against an employee for a
negative result &om a breatbalyzer test. Disciplinary action for misconduct or incompetency shall
be referred to Section 4, oftbis policy.
m) "The Work Place's" designated laboratory shall report to the Deputy Chief and to the
employee on the test results for the presence of the following: controlled substances. A negative
~ing shall be reported for the positive reading in regards of a controlled substance if said
reading is less than any.ofthe following listed below, and a report sbaB be made to the Deputy
Chief and to the emploYee and aDpaper work on this matter shall be obsponged from the files.
No disciplinary action can be taken against an employee for a negative resuh from a controlled
substance test. Qisciplinary action for misconduct or incompetency shall be referred to Section 4,
of this policy. ' :-
Marijuana 50 nglmI Deha- THC 100 ng/ml GC-MS
Cocaine 300 nglmI M~lite 500 nglmp GC-MS
Amphetamines 300 nglml Amphetaimine 500 ng/ml GC-MS
Phencyclidine 25 ng/ml PCP 100 ng/ml GC-MS
Opiates 100 nglml Morphine 500 ng/ml GC-MS
n) No disciplinary action can be taken against an employee for a positive reading caused by
the prescnre use of a controlled substance.
4-C-l :
a) After collection and testing, the one sample shall be maintained by the n The Work pJace's"
designated laboratory in accordance with appropriate procedmes for a period of time to be agreed
to by the parties.
b) After the employee receives notice of a confirmed positive test ftom the Department's
laboratory, the employee may make written request within five calendar days to the Deputy
chiefs office for a test of the second sample. The employee may request that the second sample
be sent to a duly licensed laboratory selected by the employee. The selected laboratory shall be
responsible for pick-up and transport of the sample, and it shall insure chain of custody. The
employee shall be responsible for all costs associated with the second test and shall make
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arrangements for payment with the selected Jab. The parties shaDnegotiate the standards to be
used in the second test for confirmation of the first positive result for the presence of intoxicating
employee may also be subject to additional discipline for misconduct or poor work performance
which may be imposed pursuant to the contractual procedure. Regardless of the test results, the
employee may also be subject to disciplinary action for the misconduct or incompetency which
formed the basis of the probable cause, if the tests were adm1ni~ered pursuant to section 4-C
above. '
b) A probationary employee who tests positive for the presence of intoxicants while on duty
may be tenninated.
c) Any employeewho tests positivewhile on duty for the presence of intoxicantson two
occasions within any 18 month period may be tenninated. Such termination shall be subject to
review pursuant to the contractual disciplinary procedure.
d) An employee who tests positive pursuant to section 4-C above for intoxicants on tests
given based on'reasonable suspicion or on tests given pursuant to Section 5 of this procedure
sbaJJ,'in addition to any discip1inewhich may be imposed, participate in a ~ prograIil as
recommended by the EAP.
4-D:
a) If the results of the two tests adrnini~ered, as provided above, are positive for the
presence of intoxicants the emplOyee sbaJl be suspendOOfor 30 days without pay and this
suspension sbaJlnot be ~bject to reyjew in any coutractual or statutory ~~. The
substances. The resultsr.of the second test shaDbe sent to the Deputy cmet: the employee and to::
the employee's representative.
....
'"SECTION 5: MANDATORY TESTING
Any emploYeemay be req~ at the discretion of the Deputy Chief: to submit to a Drug
and/or Alcohol test as provided in Section 4-c of this agreement where:
1) Reasonable suspicion exists of substance abuse and;
a) who is involved in a work related accident which involves a mta1ityor an injury
requiring hospitaHzation, or
b) who is involved in a work related motor vehicle accident where there is disabling
~e to a vehicle which had to be towed away and an injury requiring immediate
medical treatment away ftom the scene. .
Refusal on the part of the employee to subnUt to the test sba1lbe considered as misconduct
and shaDsubject the employee to disciplinary action.
. SECTION 6: TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOLLOWING POSITIVE TESTS RESULTS
6-A: An employee who tests positive for intoxicants pursuant to Sections 4 and 5.of this
procedure sbaI1participate in a treatment program as recommended by the RAP, and successfully
complete such treatment program prior to return to duty. The employee shall sign an agreement
accepting the terms and conditions of the treatment program. The agreement sball state the
employee's obligation to follow the requirements of the pro~ and that the employee shall be
subject to disciplinary action for fiillure to adhere to the program. In addition, the employee shaD
indicate his understanding and agreement to release of information to the Deputy Chief regarding
his participation in the program.
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The agreement and infonnation concerning the employee's participation in the treatment program
shall be confidential and maintained in a manner to restrict access only to the Deputy Chief and
the employee. Annexed to this agreement as Appendix "Crt is a Form Agreement which shall be
used for this purpose. .
6-8: During the time of attendance in a treatment program, the employee shall first use any
unused contractual leave time. In the event there is insufficient leave time available in the current
year to cover the period of attendance in a treatment program, the employee shall be placed on
unpaid leave of absence for the period of attendance in the treatment program which continues
beyond exhaustion of the next years vacation leave time.
6-C
Upon the employee's return to work, the EAP shall provide the Deputy Chiefwith
information concerning the nature of the employee's outpatient treatment or after care program
includingdate, thne, and locationof required attendance in an outpatient treatment or after care
program. The Fire District or the outpatient treatment may require a random drug and/or alcohol
testing within a twelve (12) month period following the employee's return to work. The cost for
this random drug and/or alcohol testing will be paid by the Fire District. All other infOrmation
will be held in confldence between the EAP and the employee.
In the event the employee violates the rules and procedures of a treatment or after care
program, the EAP sbaJI imrnMiately notify the Deputy Chief of such violation. Thereafter the "
EAP, the Deputy Chief: the employee, and the employee's designated representative, ifaoy, shall
discuss and agree~on additional treatment for the employee, or ifother action may be required.
The employee"shall execute the appropriate authorization for release of information by the
EAP to the Deputy Chief which information shall be ma1nt8u,ooin a confidential manner, except
as otherwise provided herein. .-
SECfION 7: FAILURE TO FOLLOW TREATMENT PROGRAM CONDITIONS
7-A: If the employee was a vohmtary self-referral pursuant to Section 3 above and the
employee violates any of the original or subsequent conditions set forth in the treatment program
agreement, or if the employee voluntary admits a violation of the program conditions, the EAP
shall provide the Deputy Chiefand the employee with recommendations for remedial ~tmP.nt or
other appropriate action. The remedial treatment may consist of additional outpatient or inpatient
treatment
During the time of attendance in a treatment program, the employee sba1lutilize first, any
contractura1 unused leave time. In the event there is insufficient leave time available in the current
year to cover the period of attendance in a treatment program, the employee shall be placed on
unpaid leave of absence for the period of attendance in the treatment program. The Treatment
Agreement originally signed by the employee shall be amended to include any modification of
treatment and/or additional conditions placed on the employee.
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7-B: If the employee was originally referred to the EAP as a result ofa disciplinary action
taken as provided in Section 4 above and the employee voluntarily admits to violation of any of
the original or subsequent conditions set forth in the Treatment Agreement, the EAP shall provide
the Deputy Chief and the employee with recommendations for remedial treatment or other
appropriate action. The remedial treatment may consist of additional outpatient or inpatient
treatment. The Fire Department shall review the disciplinary penalty being held in abeyance and
may implement such penalty in full or in ~ or take other action the Fire Department deems
necessary. The Fire Department may implement such penalty in full or in part, or take other action
the Department deems necessary. In the event the employee is required to undergo additional
inpatient t:reatmetit, the employee shall utilize, in the first instance, available unused annual
contractual vacation leave. In the event there is insufficient vacation leave available in the current
year to cover the remammg period of attendance inthe inpatient treatment program, the employee
shall be placed on 1~ leave for the duration of the treatment program.
The Treatment Agreement originaDy signed by the employee sbaJ1be amended to include any
modification of ~fmP.nt and/or additional conditions placed on ,the employee.
SECTION 8: ADDITIONAL REQUESTS FOR TREATMENT
An employee who is found by voluntary adrnkc:ion, to be under the inftuence of an intoxicating
substance while on duty after two prior opportl~ fur trea...~ maybe suiject to tern.inAtion
or be given an oppo~ to resign his or her position. The deteflnin~tion by 'the Fire Department
:to
ofwbether to provide additional opportunity for trea4,uent shaDinclude consideration of the -
employee's length of service, his employment history and the interval of time since the employee
last receivedtrea~ for substance abuse. There is no requirement~ an employeebe provided"
an opportunity to remain employed while undergoing treatment for substance abuse after two
prior treatment opportunities. NotwJthstaoding anything to the contrary in this ~) an
employee who tests positive for the .pn:scnce of intoxicants while on duty in violation of the
~'s poJicy on sub;t~.e abuse on two occasions within any 18 month period sba11be
discipHned.SuCh discipline sba1lbe subject to review pursuant to the coutractua1 discip~
~~~.
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SECTION 9: ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS
a) Time spent by an employee undergoing tests as provided in sections 4 and 5 herein shall be
compensated pursuant to the tenns of the collective bargaining agreement.
b) In the event the laboratory test requested by the employee (ie., the second test) shows
negative, as defined herein, for the presence of intoxicants, the Department shall reimburse the
employee for the cost of such second test.
e) Any alteration, switching, substitution or tampering with a sample or test given under this
agreement by any employee shall be gro\Ulds for termination, if established pursuant to the
applicable disciplinary procedure.
d) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary above, this Agreement shall not abrogate nor in
any way interfere with the Fire Department's right to hire employees, promote employees, layoff
employees, appoint and evaluate employees, to select probationary employees for permanent
appointment or to act pursuant to Sections 72 and 73 of the civil Service Law. Furthermore, this
Agreement procedure sball not in any way affect, interfere with or have any bearing on matters
within the jurisdiction of the Civil Service CommiCtCrion.
e) The Fire Department and the Union agree to meet periodicaIly to review, and if appropriate
agree to amend, this agreement to insure that it remains consistent with current federal and state
law.
f) An employee shall not lose -seniority or any benefits and sball accrue regular leave benefits
while attending a ~ program.
g) Separability - If any clause or provision of this drug t~ agreement or any addition
thereto js decided by a court or administrative agency of competent jurisdiction to be in violation
of any federal, ~~, or local law, the remaining clauses and provisions of this agreement shall
remain in full force and effect.
h) Disputes concerning the iot~tation or application of this agreement sball be subject to
the contractual grievance procedme Article VIll.
i) Reasonable suspicion shaDbe defined as the physical condition, conduct, or a pattern of
erratic behavior based on observation of the employee's supervisor, which ind~es that the
employee is tmder the influence of an intoxicating suh;tance, and/or of the employee's conduct,
performance or behavior which indicates that the employee is under the inftuence of an
intoxicating substance while on duty or that the employee is engaging in illegal use, possession,
distn"bution, or sale of a controlled substance or drug on duty based on direct observation of the
_ employee's supervisor.
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APPENDIX "A"
ARLINGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
VOLUNTARY EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION
IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
Employee Name: Date:
Title:
Treatment Program;
Period of Attendance:
AGREEMENT TO CONDmONS:
."
I, understand and agree to the fOllowing conditions
concerning my partic,jpation in a Substance abuse inpatiOOtor outpatient treatment program
(hereafter "treatment prpgram"). I understand and agree that I shaDadhere to aI1requiremems of
the TI'PJIfmentProgram Which I wiDattend. I understand and agree tbatioformation concanidg ==
my participationand status in this treatment program will be releasedto myselfand to the Deputy ,
Chief; who will ~Id this information in confidence and resttict access to the infurmation. I
further understand and agree that ifl violate the terms and conditiom of the treatment program,
the treatment program shaDnotifYtIJe Deputy Chief and that I may be subject to Additional
treatment and/or other actions concerning my employment.
Accepted and agreed to :
(sjgnature of Employee) Date
Reviewed and approved:
Deputy Chief Date
APPENDIX "B"
ARLINGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
PROBATIONARY EMPLOYEE PARTICIPATION
IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
Employee Name: Date:
Title:
Treatment Program:
Period of Attendance:
AGREEMENT TO CONDITIONS:
I, understand and agree to the
fbllowing conditions concerning my participatjon in a substance abuse inpatient or out patient
treatment program (hereafter "treatment program"). I understand and agree that I sbal1 adhere to
all requirements of the Treatment Program which I wiDattend. I understand and agree that
information concerning my participation and status in this treatment program will be re~ to
myself and to the Deputy Chief: who will boJd this information in confidence and restrict access to
the information. I ~ understand and agree that if I violate the terms and conditionsof the ..
~tmP.nt program,the treatment program shaDnotifythe Deputy Chiefand that I may be subject
to additional tfea1meDtand/or other actions concerningmy employment. .
I further understandand agree that the period of my probationaryservicesballbe held in
abeyance duringthe time of my pariiclpation in the treatment program and untilmy return to full
duty employment with the Fire Department. That is, until I am able to retwn to full duty
eJnployment with the Fire ~ I will not accrne any further time fur purposes of my
probationary period in my title. I understand and agree that the Fire Department bas not waived
its rights to with respect to selection of probationary employees for permanent appointment.
Accepted and agreed to :
(signature of Employee) Date
Reviewed and approved:
Deputy Chief Date
,.
, /.
~
.,
APPENDIX "Cn
ARLINGTON FIRE DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYEE DISCIPLINARY PARTICIPATION
IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
Employee Name: Date:
Title:
Treatment Program:
Period of Attendance:
AGREEMENT TO CONDmONS:
I, understand and agree to the following conditions concemiog my
participation in a substance abuse inpatient or outpatient treabbent program (hereafter "treatment
program"). I uoderstan2Iand agree that I sball adhere to aDrequirements oftbe T~'n~d ::
Program which I will attend. I understand and agree that infOrmationconcerning my participation
and status in this treatment program will be released to myself and to the Deputy Chief; who will ..
hold this information in confidence and restrict access to the infi>rmation. I further understand
and agree that if I violatethe terms and conditions of the ~..}~ program,the treatwcnt .
program.sbaBnotify the Deputy ~ and that I maybe suijecItto additional~..-d1t and/or
other actions concerning my employment.
Accepted and agreed to :
(signature of Employee) Date
Reviewed and approved:
Deputy Chief Date
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This contract was duly ratified by the Arlington Fire District and the Arlington
Professional Fire Fighters Association, IAFF Local #2393, and that ratification is indicated by the
presence of the signatures below.
ARLINGTON FIRE DISTRICT
BY:
BY:
BY:
B.
..
"
-BY:
BY:
BY:
"
ARLINGTON PROFESSIONAL
FIRE FIGHTERS-ASSOCIATION
lAAF LOCAL 39
BY:
BY:
~ '..
Itl)~fo~
I,
~-
have read the contract between Arlington Fire
PRINT NAME
District and Arlington Professional Fire Fighters Association I.A.F F. Local #2393 and understand
that Article IX - Salary has an option to select from either of the pay scales indicated therein I am
also aware, upon signing this statement, that I am obligated to continue to remain in the pay scale
that I have selected until reaching top salary for that scale.
SIGNA1UURE
DATE
I have indicated by signing above statement that I prefer to change to Pay Scale # 1 as represented
on the reverse side.
.4
